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Agenda
• Project Updates
• Review of current Short List and the three “Packages”
1. Early Wins
2. Light Infrastructure
3. Heavy Infrastructure
• Conceptual designs and traffic capacity analyses (“mini studies”)
• Final Short List recommendations – “Which projects to include on the Final Short List?”
• Tee-up the remaining analysis
1. Conceptual design (fatal flaws and risks)
2. Cost estimates
3. Comprehensive traffic analysis
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Project Updates
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Public Meetings

Schedule
SEP

OCT

NOV

DEC

JAN

FEB

MAR

4

MAY

JUN

JUL

AUG

SEP

OCT

NOV

DEC

Present Matrix &
“Short List” (4/26)

Online Outreach #1:
Issues and Priorities

Generate
Ideas

Previous and New Ideas
Continuum of Solutions
Long List to a Short List

Build Existing and Baseline Traffic
Modeling Tools (Synchro, SimTraffic, and
VISSIM) Task 3.0 in scope
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APR

Policy Context
Data Collection and Outreach
Root Causes
Baseline Analysis

Understand
the Problem

Initial Strategies
Discussion (2/23)
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Steering Committee

City Council/Circulation Commission Meetings
AUG

1

Web-Based Public Outreach Tool

Test Ideas

Package Development
Multi-Criteria Assessment
Traffic Modeling of Packages
Screening and Outreach

Implementation

Long List
Discussion (3/22)

Finalize Matrix & 3
Scenarios (6/22)

Analysis over
the summer
Iterate analysis, refine
ideas and Short List
(overlap in tasks)

Preview results,
prep for meeting
(8/17?)

Online Outreach #2:
Ideas and Final Plan

Recommendations
Decision-making
Public workshop in November.

5

Wrap Up

Wrap Up

4
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Long to Short List Process
Long List

Short List

5
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BART Station Access Update
BART 2015 Station Surveys – 44,000 weekday customer interviews

19% of Orinda
BART origins are
from Moraga

6% of Lafayette
BART origins are
from Moraga
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BART Station Access Update
BART Station Ridership

BART Station Access Mode Share
90%

4,000

84%

80%

3,500
71%

70%

3,750
3,270

3,000

60%

2,500

2,665

50%

2008 to 2015:
Ridership increase = +15%
Walk trips increase = +120%
Bike trips increase = +180%
Decrease in auto trips = -3%

2,000
2,747

40%
1,500
30%

23%
1,000

20%

188

12%
10%
2%

5%

500

65
392

863

2008

2015

0

0%
2008
Walk

Bike

2015
Drive Alone, Carpool, Drop-Off

Walk

Bike

Auto

Other
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Current Short List
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Early Wins

3

Early Wins:
4

5

8
7
1
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#1: Smart Corridors
Add signals to coordinated system
#2: Gateway traffic meter (Old Jonas Hill Rd)
#3: New traffic signals on Deer Hill Rd
#4: MDB/Moraga Rd 2nd Northbound Right
Turn (NBR)
#5: Moraga Rd/Moraga Blvd Southbound LeftTurn Lane (SBL)
#6: Additional school loading zones (3)
#7: School Street Complete Street
#8: Student Pedestrian Priority Streets
#9: Enhanced bus service (not shown)
#10: School stagger times (not shown)
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Light Infrastructure

14
18

13

Light Infrastructure:
Early Wins (shown in gray, remain in place)

12

11
17

16

15

#11: MDB road diet (Acalanes Rd to Risa Rd)
#12: Eliminate on-street parking and convert to
travel lanes
#13: Downtown Couplet
#14: Oak Hill and 1st St “road diets”
#15: Brook St to School St connection
#16: Moraga Rd to School St SBL lane
#17: Trail to BART bike route
#18: Oak Hill Rd/BART pedestrian bridge
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Heavy Infrastructure

19c

Heavy Infrastructure:
Early Wins and most Light Infrastructure
except Couplet (shown in gray, stay in place)

19b

SELECT ONE:
#19A: Reservoir bypass
#19B: Connect Moraga Rd to 1st St
#19C: Interchange reconfiguration (with bike
facilities)

19a
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Short List Project Summary
Project

Congestion Relief / Other Benefits

Cost / Implementation

Recommendation

1. Smart Corridors

Ongoing incremental improvements in delay (5-10%)

$50-75k per intersection (6) = $300-450k total

YES

2. Metering Signal

Very small reduction in peak hour throughput

$200-250k total, would cause additional queuing

NO

LOS and pedestrian safety improvements

$250k for each = $500k total

YES

Increase capacity and reduce delay by 10%

Inexpensive (restriping), but would require removing the
east crosswalk

YES

Reduce delay and SB queuing by 20%

Inexpensive (restriping), would require the removal of 6-7
on-street parking spaces

YES

6: Additional school loading zones (3)

Reduce school vehicle trips on Moraga Rd, but trips still
remain elsewhere on the network

Moderate cost to construct the loading zones, combined
with paid crossing guards

YES

7: School Street Complete Street

Safer pedestrian experience between the Regional Trail
and the schools

In the $100-200k range (0.30 mi)

YES

8: Student Pedestrian Priority Streets

Safer pedestrian experience between the loading zones
and the schools

Inexpensive improvements to sidewalks, curb and gutter,
crosswalks, etc.

YES

9: Enhanced bus service

Reduces school vehicle trips on the overall network

$480,000, plus any costs related to increasing the subsidy

YES

10: School stagger times

Spreads out the peak between the Elementary and Middle
Schools

No infrastructure costs to implement, but could result in
costs and other impacts to the school

YES

EARLY WINS

3: New traffic signals on Deer Hill Rd
4. MDB/Moraga Rd 2nd Northbound Right Turn (NBR)
5: Moraga Rd/Moraga Blvd Southbound Left-Turn Lane (SBL)
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Short List Project Summary
Project

Congestion Relief / Other Benefits

Cost / Implementation

Recommendation

11: MDB road diet (Acalanes Rd to Risa Rd)

Safer pedestrian and cycling environment and reduces the
potential for freeway diversion when accidents occur

Approximately $100-200k per mile (1.3 mi)

YES

12: Eliminate on-street parking and convert to travel lanes

Limited opportunities to implement this on MDB with
minimal benefits; the Moraga Rd left-turn improvements
already assume the removal of parking

Moderate cost, as the median on MDB would need to be
narrowed, along with the removal of parking spaces

NO

13: Downtown Couplet

Provides short to medium-term congestion and capacity
improvements

Does not provide enough capacity in the long-term;
moderate cost (mostly restriping)

YES

14: Oak Hill and 1st St “road diets”

Feasible with the Couplet (#13); provides safer pedestrian
and cycling conditions between MDB and Deer Hill Rd

Moderate cost when combined with the Couplet (#13)

YES

15: Brook St to School St connection

Significant congestion benefits with the SBL (#16) – LOS
F to LOS C with the projects; also provides a better eastwest pedestrian/bicycle connection (#17)

High cost to purchase the Masonic Lodge and reconfigure
School and Brook Streets

YES

16: Moraga Rd to School St SBL lane

(See #15 above)

(See #15 above)

YES

Minimal traffic reduction potential; enhanced pedestrian
and bicycle connection for Downtown, BART and school
trips

Minimal cost (striping, branding, wayfinding)

YES

Minimal congestion benefit; improved pedestrian safety
between BART parking lots

Very expensive and adjacent to SR 24 (in the $1-2M
range)

YES

Minimal trip diversion potential

Very expensive ($4-5M for just over 1.0 mi)

NO

19B: Connect Moraga Rd to 1st St

Significant traffic congestion improvement; opportunity
to provide bike lanes on Moraga Rd

Very expensive (land purchase), directs more traffic
through the school and residential areas

NO

19C: Interchange Reconfiguration

Significant traffic congestion improvement; provides
additional north-south multimodal connectivity

Very expensive, requires significant design and
coordination with Caltrans and EBMUD

YES

LIGHT INFRASTRUCTURE

17: Trail to BART bike route

18: Oak Hill Rd/BART pedestrian bridge

HEAVY INFRASTRUCTURE (select one1)
19A: Reservoir Bypass

1

Each of the three Heavy Infrastructure projects are focused on addressing capacity and traffic operations on Moraga Road. Due to the cost and other environmental considerations, only one project is required.
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Early Wins

14
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#1. Smart Corridors
Objective: Improve traffic operations through ongoing system investment.
Description: Continue the investment in traffic signal systems on Mount Diablo Blvd
(MDB) and Moraga Rd. The Smart Corridor project includes a range of implementation
options (from low to higher cost): 1) build on the successes of the 2014 PASS study and
continually monitor and modify signal timing and coordination parameters on an annual
basis; 2) expand the number of signals in the coordinated system (see figure to the left),
add CCTV cameras for vehicle detection, add signal communication, and perform annual
monitoring; 3) implement a full adaptive signal control (ASC) system. The meter signal
(#2, next slide) could also be incorporated into the Smart Corridor system.

Existing coordinated signal system
Expanded coordinated signal system

Benefits:
• The most recent timing adjustments with the PASS project generated significant
improvements in travel time and delay (20-30%).
• Future adjustments will not yield the same benefits. However, improvements in the 510% range every 3-5 years could be expected.
• Additional coordinated signals will improve signal progression across a longer
corridor.
• Ongoing monitoring and adjustments across a larger coordinated system would
continue to squeeze additional improvements as traffic volumes and travel patterns
change.
Costs and Tradeoffs:
• Cost will vary depending on the type of system implemented.
Conclusion: Recommended for further analysis.

Meter signal (#2, location TBD)
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#2. Gateway Traffic Meter
Objective: Meter the volume of traffic entering Moraga Road from the south with a conventional traffic
signal.
Description: Install a new traffic signal at either Old Jonas Hill Rd or Silver Springs Rd (see figure to
the left) and use the signal timing to meter the amount of traffic traveling north on Moraga Rd. The
signal timing serving the side street phase (Old Jonas Hill Rd or Silver Springs Rd) would stop traffic
heading north, resulting in a queue. This signal could operate similar to the traffic signal on San Pablo
Dam Rd in Orinda.
The traffic signal at San Pablo Dam Rd/Wildcat Canyon
Rd/Bear Creek Rd effectively meters traffic traveling
southbound into Orinda. Much of this traffic is cut-through
traffic traveling between I-80 in El Sobrante and SR 24. The
queue shown in the figure to the left, for a typical weekday at 8
AM, extends 3 miles back.

Moraga Rd/Silver Spring Rd

Benefits: The benefits of the meter signal on Moraga Rd are limited. The volumes on this segment of
Moraga Rd (south of St Mary’s) are only 700 vehicles per hour. Our traffic analysis indicates that the
timings will only meter approximately 50 vehicles per hour before significant queuing in both directions
begins. The signal’s metering effect will lead to very little diversion because most trips on northbound
Moraga Rd are traveling to/from the east on SR 24. The only other parallel route, Rheem Blvd to St
Mary’s Rd to Reliez Station is circuitous and congested.
Costs and Tradeoffs: A new traffic signal costs around $250,000 to install, plus additional annual costs
to maintain. The queuing that would result from the signal could also block driveways for houses on
Moraga Rd.

Moraga Rd/Old Jonas Hill Rd

Conclusion: Not recommended for further analysis, as it does not provide a significant traffic metering
impact for the cost.
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#3. New Traffic Signals on Deer Hill
Objective: Improve traffic operations and safety for pedestrians and bicyclists at key
intersections on Deer Hill Rd near the BART station.

316 pedestrians
(AM, 2009)

Description: Both intersections on Deer Hill Rd at Happy Valley Rd and Oak Hill Rd are
all-way stop controlled. Under Existing AM conditions, Deer Hill Rd / Happy Valley
operates at LOS F, while Deer Hill Rd / Oak Hill Rd operates at LOS C. Both of these
locations are expected to experience worse traffic LOS (LOS E/F) in the future with the
DSP (Cumulative With Specific Plan). In addition, the south leg of the Oak Hill
intersection has a significant number of peak hour pedestrian movements (316 in the AM
peak hour in 2009) between the BART parking lots.
Benefits: Traffic signals will improve the existing LOS at both locations (see table
below), although the Oak Hill signal is not needed to address traffic operations until the
future. However, the signal at Oak Hill would improve pedestrian safety. Oak Hill will
also need to be signalized in the future for some of the Light Infrastructure concepts.
Existing AM
(from DSP EIR)

Existing AM
with Signals

Deer Hill Rd/Happy Valley Rd

F / 71

C / 23

Deer Hill Rd/Oak Hill Rd

C / 20

B / 14

Intersection

Costs and Tradeoffs: Both signals will cost approximately $250,000 each. Also, the
signals will not be required for the majority of the day or on weekends, when BART
station activity is minimal.
Conclusion: Recommended for further analysis.
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#4. MDB/Moraga Rd 2nd NBRT
Objective: Improve throughput for northbound drivers on Moraga Rd to reduce queuing and improve
travel time for drivers headed to/from SR 24 by providing a second northbound right-turn (NBRT) from
Moraga Rd to MDB.
Description: Restripe the northbound lanes at Moraga Rd and MDB to allow for a second northbound
right-turn movement from the middle lane. This will result in one dedicated left-turn lane, one shared
through/left/right lane, and one dedicated right-turn lane (see figure to the left). This will allow traffic
heading to the freeway to have an easier turning path approaching the left-turn at 1st St. According to
SWITRS accident data, this intersection has had the highest number of pedestrian collisions in the past
ten years. Providing a second NBRT lane would likely increase the safety risk for pedestrians as vehicles
making the right-turn from the center lane would not be able to see pedestrians stepping off of the curb
on the south side of the crosswalk.
Benefits:
•
This change would increase throughput at the northbound approach by 8-10% during the AM peak
hour under existing conditions. This was evaluated using SimTraffic.
•
The additional throughput would reduce queuing on northbound Moraga Rd
•
During the Cumulative PM peak hour the overall LOS at the intersection would improve by
approximately 8% (as measured by seconds of delay) from LOS E (66 seconds) to LOS E (61
seconds).
Costs and Tradeoffs:
•
The crosswalk on the east leg would probably need to be removed for pedestrian safety.
•
Low cost improvement that includes mostly striping and retiming the signal.
Conclusion: Recommended for further analysis.
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#5. Moraga Rd/Moraga Blvd SBTL
Objective: Improve traffic operations on southbound Moraga Road by adding one southbound left turn
pocket with a protected left-turn signal phase.
Description: Restripe Moraga Road to accommodate a southbound left-turn lane (SBLT) at Moraga
Boulevard, while maintaining the two travel lanes in each direction. Currently, the signal timing at this
location includes a “permitted/protected” left-turn signal phasing. Left-turns can make a permitted leftturn if there are gaps in northbound traffic, but also get a short protected left-turn arrow that stops
northbound traffic. This will require the removal of 6-7 on-street parking spaces on the west side of
Moraga Road. The SBLT lane will allow vehicles to stack without blocking the center southbound
through lane.
Benefits:
•
According to the Downtown Specific Plan (DSP) EIR, the intersection operates at LOS A under
existing and future conditions. However, field observations indicate that left-turns at this location
can cause significant queuing that extends back to MDB and can block driveways to the La Fiesta
Square shopping center. This mostly occurs during the extended afternoon peak period.
•
Under existing PM peak hour conditions, overall delay and southbound (SB) queuing would
improve as follows (using SimTraffic):
•
Existing PM existing configuration: LOS D = 52.0 (seconds) SB max queue = 118 ft
•
Existing PM with SBLT pocket: LOS D = 35.9 (seconds) with SB max queue 91 ft
Costs and Tradeoffs:
•
Loss of 6-7 parking spaces. Currently, these spaces have afternoon utilization rates in the 50-67%
range.
•
Low cost improvement that includes mostly striping and retiming the signal.
Conclusion: Recommended for further analysis.
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#6. Additional School Loading Zones (1)

1

Objective: Improve traffic operations on Moraga Road during peak periods by relocating school loading
to designated zones away from Moraga Rd but still near the school. School loading via Moraga Rd and
School St would be prohibited during peak periods. The school trip generation estimates assume the
following:
Number
of
Students

Auto/Transit
Mode Share

Total DropOff Auto
Trips

% Assigned
to Moraga Rd

Moraga Rd
Vehicle Trip
Reduction

Lafayette Elementary

550

60% / 0%

330

100%

330

Stanley Middle School

1,200

50% / 19%

600

90%

540

Total

1,750

1st St

2

Intersection

3

1

930

870

The trip generation estimate assumes approximately 870 vehicle drop-offs to both schools (330 for
Lafayette Elementary and 540 for Stanley Middle School). The percentage of vehicles using Moraga Rd
and School St. The analysis assumes that the student drop-offs are evenly distributed to each of the three
proposed loading zones and that each zone would accommodate both Elementary and Middle School
students.
Description: The Golden Gate Way school loading zone area #1 would be located near the library, two
to three blocks away from the farthest loading zone point. Two loading zones would be provided, one in
the eastbound and one in the westbound direction (in front of the library). Both zones have the capacity
to accommodate 7-8 vehicles (15-16 vehicles total). Like other loading zones, it could include an allweather shelter and paid walking leaders / crossing guards during peak periods. This zone would require
prohibiting pick-up along 1st St on the east side of the Elementary School and on School St.
Benefits:
•
Loading zone (1) would divert approximately 300 vehicles from Moraga Rd.
•
1st Street already has high quality pedestrian infrastructure.
•
For families in north Lafayette, this loading zone could allow them to avoid Moraga Road.
Costs and Tradeoffs:
•
School children would need to walk several blocks to get picked up.
•
Loss of 7-8 parking spaces.
Conclusion: Recommended for further analysis.
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#6. Additional School Loading Zones (2)

1

Objective: Improve traffic operations on Moraga Road during peak periods by relocating
school loading to designated zones away from Moraga Rd by near the school.
2
1st St

Description: The Lafayette United Methodist Church school loading zone area #2 would
be located in the existing church parking lot that is accessed from Lafayette Circle. The
loading zone would require repaving, restriping, and curb and gutter improvements. The
loading zone could provide 15 parking spaces. The City of Lafayette has an easement
with the church to allow access along the pathway between the church’s parking lot at
Moraga Road. This loading zone would also include a paid walking leader and a suite of
enhancements – all-weather shelters, better lighting, etc. This loading zone could provide
access for parents traveling to/from the west.
3

2

Benefits:
• Loading zone (2) would divert approximately 300 vehicles from Moraga Rd.
• For families in north and west Lafayette, this loading zone could allow them to avoid
Moraga Road.
• The relatively high capacity of the parking lot could allow this lot to be heavily used
during the morning as well as the afternoon.
Costs and Tradeoffs:
• Continual collaboration with the church would be a priority.
• Pedestrian improvements, such as better lighting, may be necessary between the lot
and Moraga Road.
• This zone would introduce more vehicles onto Lafayette Circle, which is already
narrow and has a fair amount of driveway and pedestrian activity.
Conclusion: Recommended for further analysis.
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#6. Additional School Loading Zones (3)

1

Objective: Improve traffic operations on Moraga Road during peak periods by relocating
school loading to designated zones away from Moraga Rd by near the school.
1st St

2

3

3

Description: The St Mary’s loading zone #3 would be located just inside the Stanley
Middle School play field on the north side of St Mary’s Rd. The loading zone and parking
lot would provide student pick-up/drop-off, with space for approximately 15 parallel
spaces, along with an additional 25 parking spaces that could be used by teachers, staff,
and residents visiting the field. The loading zone would include road widening on the
north side of St Mary’s Rd to accommodate an eastbound left-turn pocket. Approaching
the zone from the west, the left-hand turn pocket would prevent left turning vehicles from
impeding traffic on St Mary’s Rd. The loading zone exit would be located opposite
Acampo Dr. Additional enhancements such as a wide and well lit pedestrian path through
the field, all-weather shelters, and hybrid crossing beacons on St Mary’s Rd could provide
additional improvements for pedestrians.
Benefits:
• Loading zone (3) would divert approximately 300 vehicles from Moraga Rd.
• This loading zone provides ample student pick-up/drop-off as well as additional
parking for the school.
• Would provide a convenient pickup for parents from the east and south.
• Should divert a significant number of trips from Moraga Rd.
Costs and Tradeoffs:
• The loading zone and parking lot would reduce the playing field area.
• Could generate additional traffic on St. Mary’s.
Conclusion: Recommended for further analysis.
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1st St

#7. School Street Complete Street (1)
Objective: Enhance the walking and bicycle environment along School St to encourage
more walk and bike trips to the schools and to/from the Lafayette/Moraga Regional Trail.

Section 1

Description: A Complete Street redesign would involve a) creating a continuous sidewalk
network, b) widening the northern sidewalk to create a shared-use path to allow for both
pedestrians and cyclists, c) installing a buffer between the north sidewalk and travel lane,
d) removing nine parking spaces along the north side of School Street, and e) painting
high visibility crosswalks at the intersections with 1st St and Paradise Ct.

Lose 9 Parking Spots
Section 1
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1st St

#7. School Street Complete Street (2)
Benefits:
• The street would be significantly safer for bicyclists and pedestrians.
• School buses would be less likely to encounter congestion on School St.
• Landscaping would help beautify the street, improving quality of life for those
working, living, and attending school on School St.
Costs and Tradeoffs:
• Nine on-street parking spaces would be removed.
Section 2

Conclusion: Recommended for further analysis.

Add high-visibility
crosswalk
Build regional trail
gateway

Extend sidewalk
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#8. School Pedestrian Priority Streets

1

Objective: Provide targeted pedestrian improvements along the routes connecting the
loading zones with the schools to ensure safety for school students walking to/from the
proposed loading zones.
1st St

2

Description: Provide targeted sidewalk, crosswalk, and other safety improvements at key
intersections on 1st St and provide well designed pathways through the church and the
Stanley Middle School play field. Improvements could include intersection bulb-outs,
curb extensions, raised and high visibility cross-walks, etc. The loading zones would
generate additional student walking trips in the vicinity of the schools. These routes,
combined with the School St Complete Street, would form a complete network of priority
pedestrian streets to serve these additional student walking trips.
3

Benefits:
• Provides safer walking routes
• A key element of ensuring the success of the school loading zones
Costs and Tradeoffs:
• Most of the projects (bulb-outs, extensions, crosswalk improvements, etc.) have
minimal cost ($5,000-15,000 each)
• The total cost will depend on the number of improvements required
Conclusion: Recommended for further analysis.
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#9. Enhanced School Bus Service
Objective: Improve traffic operations on Moraga Road by increasing school bus ridership, which would
decrease the number of school-related drop-offs occurring at Lafayette Elementary and Stanley Middle
Schools.
Description: The Lafayette School District contracts school bus service through two different entities:
the Lamorinda School Bus Service and the County Connection School Tripper program. The Lamorinda
School Bus Service provides rides to 1,500 students in the Lafayette, Moraga, Orinda, and Acalanes
School Districts and is currently at 88% capacity. The School Tripper program serves about 535 students
per day across St Mary’s College and the Lafayette, Acalanes, and Orinda School Districts. Neither
service provides routes to Lafayette Elementary School. Children who take the bus to Stanley Middle
School have to pay for a subscription ($3/day, or roughly $2.50 with an annual bus pass). The
Lamorinda Service Alternatives (Nelson Nygaard, 2015) provides a series of recommendations,
including:
•
•
•

Restructure and add new routes and purchase additional buses
Consolidate stops and improve safety of walkways surrounding stops
Increase subsidy for bus fare

Benefits:
•
Each rider can take one vehicle off of the road network, which equates to two peak hour school trips
from Moraga Rd and/or School St (one trip entering to drop-off and one trip exiting the school).
•
Generating 25% school bus mode share at both the Elementary and Middle Schools (from 0% and
19%, respectively) would generate approximately 200 new riders. This would equal 200 additional
vehicles (400 vehicle trips) from Moraga Rd.
Costs and Tradeoffs:
•
Cost – the Service Alternatives report had an annual estimated cost of $480,000. An increase in the
subsidy to reduce the cost per rider would be required to achieve higher school bus mode share.
This would raise the overall cost of the service.
Conclusion: Recommended for further analysis.
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#10. School Stagger Times
Objective: Improve traffic operations on Moraga Rd by spreading the peak period for
school loading and by making school bus operations to Lafayette Elementary School
feasible.
Description: The district rents a certain number of buses for a certain amount of time, and
if school start times are staggered, trips could be distributed more efficiently. If Lafayette
Elementary School had a start time more than 50 minutes offset from Stanley Middle
School, for example at 8:00 a.m. for the elementary school and 8:50 a.m. for the middle
school, the district could use the same bus for both schools. However, both schools
currently start between 8:00 a.m. and 8:30 a.m. each morning. Staggering the start time of
Lafayette Elementary School from Stanley Middle School by at least 50 minutes would
allow school bus service to the elementary school to be restored.
Benefits:
• Would spread out the peak
• Better for the bus service, since fewer buses are required to serve both schools (if
service is expanded)
Costs and Tradeoffs:
• Could generate more trips, if parents have a children in both schools and make two
trips (unlikely).
Conclusion: Recommended for further analysis.
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Light Infrastructure

28
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#11. Mt Diablo Blvd Road Diet
Objective: Traffic calming treatment for traffic entering Downtown from the west and
improve conditions for bicyclists and pedestrians.
Description: Restripe Mount Diablo Boulevard to provide one travel lane in each
direction with center left-turn lanes or a two-way left-turn lane. Provide wider sidewalks
and wider bike lanes with buffers. This redesign will act as a traffic calming strategy to
slow drivers entering the downtown, and by consequence would likely lead to fewer cut
through trips from SR 24.
Benefits:
• The greater protection for cyclists will encourage more bicycle commuting, which
could further reduce traffic congestion.
• The reduced lanes as well as the landscaping in the medians and sidewalks will act as
a traffic calming strategy, likely reducing the number of cut through trips from SR 24
and reducing traffic speeds.
Costs and Tradeoffs:
• Roadway capacity would be reduced 50%, which would have only a minimal impact
on most days but a significant impact when an incident occurs on SR 24.
• The DSP EIR shows that MDB/Acalanes Rd/SR 24 EB Ramps and MDB/Risa Rd
would both operate at LOS B under future (Cumulative With Specific Plan) AM/PM
peak hour conditions. Removing one travel lane in each direction would not
significantly change the LOS. Both intersections would still operate at LOS B with
the removal of a travel lane under future year conditions.
Conclusion: Recommended for further analysis.
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#12. Eliminate On-Street Parking

Moraga Rd removal
of on-street parking

#5

Objective: Eliminate on-street parking to provide additional travel lanes and traffic
capacity.

MDB: Lafayette Circle
to Oak Hill removal of
on-street parking on oneside only (south side).

Description: On-street parking could be realistically removed in only two locations:
1. Moraga Road from MDB to Brook St (west side only) to accommodate the
southbound left-turn pockets at Moraga Blvd and School St.
2.

MDB from Lafayette Circle West and Oak Hill Rd (south side only) to create an
additional eastbound travel lane. The block on MDB between Dewing and Lafayette
Circle West has angled parking on the south side, which would be difficult to
remove. The median would also have to be narrowed to accommodate a travel lane.

Benefits:
• The benefits on Moraga Rd included in strategy #5 and #15/16.
• The benefits for MDB are limited because it can only be implemented on one
segment and in one direction (without further widening).
• The DSP EIR estimates that MDB/Oak Hill Rd would operate at LOS E (55 sec) in
the PM peak hour under future conditions. This strategy would improve LOS to LOS
D (50 sec). This capacity increase would only lead to a small improvement in delay
because the eastbound approach is not the critical approach at the intersection (the
southbound movement from Oak Hill is the critical movement).
Costs and Tradeoffs:
• Loss of parking and part of the center median on MDB.
• Would increase the number of travel lanes that pedestrians have to cross.
Part of #15/16

Conclusion: Not recommended for further analysis, as it provides only a small benefit.
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ak Hill Rd

1st St

#13/14. Downtown Couplet + Road Diets (1)
Objective: Improve traffic operations through the downtown “Y” by simplifying the
circulation pattern on Oak Hill Rd and 1st St under SR 24.
Description: Convert Oak Hill Rd to one-way southbound and 1st St to one-way
northbound with three travel lanes in each direction. The one-way configuration would
allow for a reallocation of road space to wider sidewalks, bike lanes, cycle tracks, or
additional on-street diagonal parking. Currently, both Oak Hill Rd and 1st St are
approximately 80 feet wide (including sidewalks).
Benefits:
• Under PM peak hour conditions (existing and future):
Existing PM
(DSP EIR)

Existing PM with
Couplet

Future PM
(DSP EIR)

Future PM with
Couplet

MDB/Oak Hill Rd

C / 32

C / 26

E / 55

D / 43

MDB/Moraga Rd

D / 35

D / 41

E / 66

E / 79

MDB/1st St

C / 34

C / 24

D / 45

D / 39

Intersection

•

•

From a streets engineering perspective, this project would be relatively simple to
implement because most of the work can be done within the existing right-of-way
(R/W). The retiming of the affected traffic signals would be required.
Provides simpler signal phasing at Oak Hill Rd and 1st St, which helps to serve the
additional traffic.

Costs and Tradeoffs:
• Creates out of direction travel for trips heading under SR 24
• Double right-turns are required at MDB/Moraga Rd
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#13/14. Downtown Couplet + Road Diets (2)
Conclusions: Recommended for further study. While
MDB/Moraga Rd would operate at a high LOS E (79
seconds of delay) and close to LOS F in the future, it
would operate acceptably for approximately 15 to 20
years from today.
At that stage, one of the Heavy Infrastructure
improvements would be required to divert traffic from the
Couplet.
When the Heavy Infrastructure solution is implemented,
the Oak Hill Rd and 1st St could retain the road diet
changes but be converted back to two-way traffic.

Synchro model input screen showing the volume forecasts and lane requirements for Existing PM conditions
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#15/16. Brook to School Street
Connection
and
SBLT
Objective: Improve traffic operations on Moraga Road by combining the two intersections
at Brook St and School St into one intersection with a southbound left-turn pocket.
Description: Connect Brook and School St by purchasing and removing the Masonic
Lodge and realigning Brook and School St to create one intersection at Moraga Rd. Both
Brook and School St would be realigned to create a more standardized intersection with
Moraga Rd. This design would require School Street to be realigned slightly to the north,
which would encroach onto school property.

Existing Masonic
Lodge (to be removed)

Benefits:
• Under AM peak hour conditions (existing and future baseline):
Existing AM
(DSP EIR)

Future AM
(DSP EIR)

Moraga Rd/Brook St

B / 19

B / 27

Moraga Rd/School St

F / 148

F / 195

Intersection

Realign School Street
(Complete Street design
shown)

Future AM with
Connection
C / 24

•

The analysis indicates that the Brook to School Street Connection would improve the
LOS from LOS F under Existing and Future Baseline to LOS C.

Costs:
• Purchase of the Masonic Lodge and the road reconfiguration would be expensive. The
overall cost could be in the $5-10M range.
Conclusions: Recommended for further analysis.
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#17. Trail to BART Bike Connection
Objective: Provide an efficient, protected bicycle network connection from the
Lafayette/Moraga Regional Trail to the BART station.
Description: The Trail to BART Bike Connection is a low cost improvement to existing
roadways (signage, sharrows, intersection improvements) that would encourage more
people to bike to BART and Downtown from areas of south and east Lafayette and
Moraga. It would also attract customers to La Fiesta Square and other retail hubs in
downtown. Such a plan would likely have strong community support, given the
comments calling for better bicycle facilities in the Collaborative Map survey. The
connection would take advantage of several bike-related projects on the Short List (#7,
14, 15, and 18).
Benefits:
• This network would provide a safe and efficient path for bicycle commuters traveling
between BART and the regional trail, encouraging fewer people (mostly Moraga
residents) to drive for shorter local trips.
• Project would reduce bicycle and pedestrian travel time between the trail and
Downtown by creating a more direct connection from School St to Brook St across
Moraga Rd.
Costs and Tradeoffs:
• Low cost
Conclusion: Recommended for further analysis.
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#18. Oak Hill Pedestrian Bridge
Objective: Provide a safer, more efficient path for pedestrians and cyclists accessing
BART from the central and eastern parking lots; to connect nearby bicycle networks
directly to BART; and to improve traffic operations by diverting pedestrians and cyclists
away from the busy Oak Hill Rd/Deer Hill Rd intersection during peak hours.
Description: The bridge would be constructed over Oak Hill Rd just to the north of SR 24
and connect to the parking lots. A connection could also be made to the shared use path
proposed in the Oak Hill road diet (see projects #13/14) project, if its built.

Path with Downtown Couplet
(#13/14)

Benefits:
• A bridge would provide a safer and more efficient connection for cyclists traveling
from Downtown and from the regional trail to BART.
• It would create a direct connection between the BART parking lots and reduce the
number of pedestrian crossings at the Deer Hill Rd/Oak Hill Rd intersection. This
would improve pedestrian safety by reducing potential vehicle-pedestrian conflicts at
this intersection.
• Fewer pedestrians traveling through the stop controlled intersection on Deer Hill Rd
could allow for a slight improvement in intersection operations. However, this
intersection is shown to operate at LOS C under future conditions, so the
improvement would be minimal.
Costs and Tradeoffs:
• A bridge would be expensive ($2-3M range). However, it could be combined with a
new westbound SR 24 on-ramp included in project #19C, Interchange
Reconfiguration.
Conclusion: Recommended for further analysis.
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Heavy Infrastructure
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A
B
C
D
E
Lamorinda AM Travel Patterns
A.
B.
C.

D.
E.

The majority of trips on Moraga Rd within the study area are heading east
on SR 24 (60%) vs heading west on SR 24 (10%)
The majority of trips heading west on SR 24 have a local Lafayette origin,
not a Moraga origin.
The bypass would mostly serve traffic traveling between Moraga and
destinations to/from the west on SR 24. However, the Moraga catchment is
small.
The bypass might induce more traffic on Moraga Rd between Rheem and
the bypass.
For trips from the largest Moraga catchment zones, Moraga Way to Orinda
is the fastest way to access westbound SR 24.

#19A: Reservoir Bypass
Objective: Improve traffic operations on Moraga Rd by diverting freeway traffic through
the Lafayette Reservoir on a new roadway.
Description: Provide a new 1.1 mile roadway connection from Nemea Ln to Risa Rd and
MDB (shown as “C” in the figure to the left). The road would consist of one lane in each
direction, with a shared use path for pedestrians and cyclists. The new connection would
allow traffic from Moraga to bypass Moraga Rd to reach SR 24 primarily for traveling
to/from the west.
Benefits:
• The total number of AM peak hour vehicles diverted from northbound Moraga Rd to
the bypass is in the range 100 to 200 vehicles in the peak hour.
Costs and Tradeoffs:
• The bypass would serve very little traffic (see figure to the left)
• There would be no traffic operations benefits to Moraga Rd with this level of change
• The cost to build the road is high ($4-5M per mile)
• Would introduce traffic into an important recreation area
• Could require lengthy environmental analysis to implement
Conclusion:
• Not recommended because of the low cost-benefit and potential environmental and
recreation impacts.
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Reconfigure
intersection
Signal might be
required at
Moraga Blvd

Realign 1st St through
existing parking lot

Convert to
two-way traffic
Remove shared use path

#19B: Connect Moraga Road to 1st St
Objective: Improve traffic operations on Moraga Rd by diverting some freeway-bound and local traffic to 1st St.
Description: Connect Moraga Rd to 1st St by constructing a new road through four properties located between
St Mary’s Rd and School St. Convert 1st St back to two-way travel with one travel lane in each direction and
standard sidewalks. The existing shared use path between School St and Golden Gate Way would need to be
removed along with some on-street parking. New intersections would have to be built or reconstructed at
Moraga Rd and St Mary’s Rd and at 1st St and Golden Gate Way. The Moraga Blvd/1st St intersection would
need to be signalized, as an all-way stop operates at LOS F under future conditions.
Benefits:
•
Approximately 1,000 vehicles (50% of Moraga Rd traffic) in both directions during the AM peak hour
would use the new route, with 650 vehicles in the northbound direction and 450 in the southbound.
•
These vehicles would divert from Moraga Rd between St. Mary’s Rd and MDB. This would reduce the
number of vehicles on Moraga Rd by 50% and improve the LOS in the AM peak hour at Moraga Rd/School
St from LOS F to LOS B/C:
Existing AM
(DSP EIR)

Future AM
(DSP EIR)

Future AM with
Connection

Moraga Rd/St Mary’s

B / 13

C / 23

D / 46

Moraga Rd/School St

F / 148

F / 195

D / 38

(not analyzed)

(not analyzed)

B / 14

Signal at School St
Intersection

Taking of 3 parcels
with houses

Realign and rebuild
the Moraga Rd/St Mary’s
intersection

Moraga Blvd/1st St

Costs and Tradeoffs:
•
The cost of purchasing four parcels (three that have houses) would be added to cost of the new road, the
modified connection at Golden Gate Way, and the new signal at Moraga Blvd
•
1st St would change from a quiet neighborhood street to a feeder arterial
•
1St St is proposed as a “priority pedestrian path” for students with the remote drop-off concept.
Conclusion: Not recommended. While the project would have significant traffic operations benefits for Moraga
Rd, it would now direct freeway-bound traffic through the neighborhood, split the two school areas, and remove
the 1st St multi-use pathway.
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#19C: Interchange Reconfiguration (1)
Objective: Improve traffic operations through the Downtown “Y” by creating a more direct connection
to SR 24 and providing additional access for all most under the freeway.
Description: Extend Moraga Rd from MDB to Deer Hill Rd under SR 24 through a new freeway
undercrossing with bike lanes. This connection would travel through the Whole Foods property. Create a
new frontage road with a cycle track between Oak Hill and 1st Street and reconfigure the WB SR 24
ramps to intersect the Moraga Rd extension. This project can be combined with the road diets and shared
use paths on Oak Hill Rd and 1st St.

Moraga Rd
Extension

Benefits, Costs, and Tradeoffs:
Benefits:
•
Approximately 1,400 vehicles (65% of current Moraga Rd traffic) in both directions during the AM
peak hour would use the new interchange, with 800 vehicles in the northbound direction and 600 in
the southbound. Any new road would be designed with relatively wide sidewalks and high quality
bicycle facilities, such as a two-way cycle track, providing better mobility to active modes in
addition to vehicle traffic.
•
Under PM peak hour conditions, MDB/Moraga Rd would operate at:
Intersection
MDB/Moraga Rd

Cycletrack

Existing PM

Future Baseline PM

Future with Interchange
Reconfiguration

D / 35

E / 66

E / 56

Costs and Tradeoffs:
•
This project is extremely difficult to implement. It requires a major new undercrossing of SR 24,
retaining walls along the new frontage road, rebuilding the WB SR 24 ramps, and potentially a new
bridge over Oak Hill Rd for the WB on-ramp. It would also require partial building demolitions that
would put some businesses at risk.
•
There is a moderate risk of impacting the EBMUD water pipe located parallel and under SR 24.
•
Very expensive ($40-60M)
Conclusion: Recommended for further study. This project directly serves freeway bound traffic as well
as BART. The design also provides enhanced pedestrian and cycling infrastructure and does not impact
39
the residential community or the schools. However, it is potentially very expensive.

#19C: Interchange Reconfiguration (2)

New intersection

New uses for property

Reconstructed ramps

Moraga Rd Extension
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Additional Slides
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Traffic “Mini Studies”
• Analyze one critical peak
hour / time horizon to
identify if the project
would be effective
• Analyze trip diversion
using origin-destination
(O-D) data
• Utilize various sources
1. DSP EIR
2. Background Report
3. StreetLight data

DSP EIR (2009)
EXISTING

CUMULATIVE WITH DSP (FUTURE)
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Traffic “Mini Studies”
• Background Report – Traffic Volume Trends
PM Peak Hour Intersection Volumes

Mount Diablo Blvd / Moraga Rd
Hourly Intersection Volumes
3,500

3,310

Mt Diablo Blvd / Moraga Rd Intersection

Mt Diablo Blvd / 1st St Intersection

4,000

3,280

3,070
3,500

2,780
Intersection Veh Volumes (veh/h)

Intersection Veh Volume (veh/h)

3,000

2,500

2,000

1,500

1,000

3,000
2,500
2,000
1,500
1,000

500
500
0
AM Peak

Mid-Day Peak

Mid-Aft Peak

PM Peak

*The northbound traffic volumes at Moraga Rd / MDB peak during the
AM (1,270 AM, 1,170 AN, 950 PM)
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0
2000

2007

2009

2013

2015

Year

** Traffic volumes at all other approaches and intersections peak during
the afternoon (2:30-3:30) or PM (4:00-5:00)
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Traffic “Mini Studies”
• DLTM (Downtown Lafayette Traffic Model)
25,000

Afternoon Period (3-5 PM)

20,000

• 18% growth in 2040 would lead to a 36% increase
in delay
• Moraga Road could support an additional 5%
growth in traffic over existing conditions before
LOS E conditions result over the 2 hours and 15%
before LOS F conditions over the two hours.

18% growth (Long-Term)
DLTM Vehicle Trips (veh)

5% growth (Near-Term)

Afternoon Period (3-5 PM)

15,000

Existing

Near-Term (5% growth)

Year 2040 (18% growth)

Intersection

10,000

5,000

Delay (s/veh)

LOS

Delay (s/veh)

LOS

Delay (s/veh)

LOS

MDB / Happy Valley

25.5

C

25.3

C

28.2

C

MDB / Oak Hill

28.5

C

28.4

C

31.2

C

MDB / Moraga

49.3

D

49.1

D

51.3

D

Moraga / School

26.5

C

58.6

E

94.0

F

MDB / First

29.2

C

30.0

C

31.7

C

Deer Hill / SR24

28.2

C

29.0

C

25.2

C

Source: Arup, 2016

0
DLTM Traffic Volumes
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Existing

Near-Term (5%)

Year 2040 (18% growth)
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